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It's a natural attraction for kids. They love dolphins because they're some of the friendliest â€” and

smartest â€” creatures in the sea. These six easy-to-apply tattoos, adorned with a touch of

glitter,Â are sure to make kids smile. Watch their pleasure as they decorate arms, legs, and ankles

with a pod of playful dolphins that swim in circles, trail a school of fish, balance on their tails . . . or

leap right out of the water!Â Â 
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Bought as a stocking stuffer for my niece who loves dolphins. The tattoos come in a cute little

greeting card type package printed on really nice paper stock and includes a little paragraph about

dolphins. The presentation is pretty great for the price. Honestly, I was just expecting a sheet of

tattoos to arrive, so the packaging was a nice surprise. There are 6 tattoos total and all are adorable

and have great colors. it's certainly a perfect add-on gift or stocking stuffer for dolphin lovers. Also,

the shipping was lightning FAST. I ordered on Saturday. They were here on Sunday!

This was an inexpensive favor for a party. Tattoos go on easily, and don't last forever. This is a plus,

because who wants yucky marks on your skin because you are too lazy to clean it off. What takes it

off? Alcohol? baby oil? Anyway, gone before I bothered to find out.



Nice, inexpensive piÃ±ata filling for a shark themed party. We would definitely buy again. Good

seller - fast shipping, low price! We got these for the kids who prefer the gentle dolphin over the

fearsome shark, cut them out individually and stuffed them in a piÃ±ata. The kids loved them.

There are not many tattoos in the package which is OK because of the low price, but we found the

quality to be lacking. Some of them didn't apply correctly (even when following directions exactly),

and you'd wind up with a missing dolphin fluke or something.

These tattoos were durable, easy to apply, and long lasting. My 2 and 4 year old grandsons loved

them at their birthday celebrations!! I would buy them again if an occasion arose where they would

be appropriate.

The tattoos are OK but don't look as nice on as I anticipated. There are only a handful in the "book"-

I should've paid attention to an exact count. Definitely NOT worth $1.99. I wouldn't have bought

these for $1 had I seen them first. Live and learn.

My daughter is three and loves tattoos. These are really cute and have glitters. We are saving them

for our first trip to the aquarium in the spring!

Keep in mind when ordering that the booklet is just SIX tattoos. The images and the glitter make it

very desirable among little girls.
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